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Through Railway Age’s second annual Readers’ Influential Leaders online poll, qualified subscribers nominated a large number of active (non-retired) people from all
areas of the North American railway

advanced ic engine by senthil
When Westport Fuel Systems announced in March that trials of its brand-new heavy-duty internal combustion engine running on hydrogen fuel were underway, the
clean transportation technology company

2021 railway age readers’ influential leaders
Michelin is ready. The auto sector may be undergoing one of its biggest transformations ever as rapidly emerging technologies push it toward connected, autonomous,
shared and electric vehicles. These

in focus: westport fuel systems’ hydrogen-fuelled internal combustion engine
The new Audi e-tron GT, an electric four-door coupé considered the Gran Turismo of the future, has now arrived in Ireland. While an even more powerful RS e-tron will
soon follow in the GT’s tyre

michelin prepared for electric vehicle revolution
The European Rental Association held an online sustainability event on 31 March. This is an edited version of the round-table discussion, moderated by IRN’s.

motors: stunning new electric audi e-tron gt relays internal combustion engine sounds to the car’s interior
Tesla (NASDAQ:TSLA) is the undisputed leader of the electric vehicle revolution, with a stock that is up more than 1,300% over the past five years. The company has
four vehicle models on the road, is

rental and sustainability
Lotus is ditching the internal combustion engine and will be a fully electric vehicle company by the late 2020s as it seeks to transform its business.
lotus to go green with all-electric announcement
Nifco is a well-run auto parts business with relatively high margins and disciplined capital management. It is experiencing an upturn in business which should carry
through into FY3/2022.

these 3 companies will give tesla a run for its money
China’s Nio heads to Norway. The Tesla Model Y is California’s top-selling EV. And CARB lays out a plan that’s not quite an ICE ban. This and more, here at Green Car
Reports. California has laid out a

nifco: quality tier 1 supplier looks fairly priced
The latest report by IMARC Group, titled 'North America Biomass Gasification Market: Industry Trends, Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2021-2026,' the
North America biomass gasification

california ev sales, carb’s plan for 2035, nio in norway: today’s car news
Toshihiro Mibe - CEO, Honda, has announced that the company is aiming to achieve 100 per cent electrification of its entire global product range by 2040.According to
the electrification strategy, by

north america biomass gasification market analysis, recent trends and regional growth forecast by 2026
Blade Kotelly is a Senior Lecturer on Design Thinking and Innovation, bringing expertise to the world's top brands to better innovate in complex product and service
environments.

honda to go 100% electric; will phase out ic engines by 2040
Honda is the latest automaker to announce it will eliminate all production of internal combustion engines with a plan to go all-electric by 2040. Not electri fied (i.e.
hybrid), but 100 percent

innovative design thinking for a fast-changing world
More than 1.3 million people die in road crashes every year, says the World Health Organization (WHO). As a result, countries, especially

honda plans to dump internal-combustion engines by 2040
Advanced Materials Market is forecast to reach 2 1 trillion by 2025 after growing at a CAGR of 4 5 during 2020 2025 Advanced Materials is a promising technology
transforming the global manufacturing

automotive ota updates market revenue worth $13,859.5 million by 2030 says p&s intelligence
A Sunderland-based lithium-ion battery pack manufacturer has been awarded the Queen’s Award for Enterprise in recognition of

advanced materials market size forecast to reach $2.1 trillion by 2025
A thorough history of the development of jet propulsion engines in its major aspects cannot be written today,¹ especially for the period starting about 1935. During this
period the industrially

hyperdrive innovation recognised with queen’s award for enterprise
The company expects EVs and FCVs to account for 40% of sales by 2030 and 80% by 2035 in all major markets, including North America and China

jet propulsion engines
In the race down to zero emissions, electrical propulsion technologies have trampled over two simple technologies traditionally used to save energy in vehicles. Is the
time right for their

honda to move to 100% sales of electric vehicles by 2040: ceo
Marking the third instalment in its 2021 electric onslaught, Mercedes has revealed the EQB, an electric seven-seater SUV.
mercedes-benz eqb is a pure-electric seven-seater suv
Receiving the Queen’s Award for Enterprise is testament to the hard work and effort of the team over recent years. “Demand for inno

two traditional energy-saving technologies ripe for a comeback on electric vehicles
In a landmark announcement Honda has announced that they will end their combustion engine campaign by 2040. This comes as a part of the brand effort to be
carbon-neutral by 2050.

battery firm celebrates national award
SHANGHAI: Thought your smartphone was taking over your life? Your car may be next as Chinese firms lead a Big Tech stampede into auto manufacturing in their
battle for more consumers.

honda to end production of combustion engines by 2040
Fitch Ratings has affirmed BorgWarner Inc.'s (BWA) Long-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR) at 'BBB+' and Short-Term IDR at 'F2'. Fitch has also affirmed BWA's
unsecured credit facility and senior

china tech stampede into electric cars sparks auto sector buzz
Honda Motor Co is aiming to increase its ratio of electric vehicles (EVs) and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) to 100% of all sales by 2040, chief executive Toshihiro Mibe said
on Friday. Speaking at his

fitch affirms borgwarner's idr at 'bbb+'; outlook revised to stable
Hyderabad: Gear Head Motors, an EV startup founded by Nikhil Gunda, converts bicycles & autos into electric vehicles. It also sells e-bikes.
hyderabad startup makes e-bikes that run 100 km in one charge, also helps autos go electric
Elon Musk might be the most visible person on Tesla's leadership ladder, but he's certainly not the only one. Here are 12 others you should know.

honda aims for 100% electric vehicles by 2040, says new ceo
The oil and gas sector is widely seen as a sunset industry. Write-downs of around US$145 billion (S$193.7 billion) in asset values globally over the first three quarters
in 2020 have added to that

tesla quickly went from tiny startup to world's most valuable carmaker. these 13 leaders control its future.
PLANS for a petrol and diesel car ban to be introduced by the end of the decade have taken a major setback as car manufacturers call for the scheme to be pushed
back by five years.

oil and gas is not the sunset industry you think it is
Lotus Cars has revealed that the name of the replacement for its Elise sports car will be Emira as it unveiled plans for growth and a new omnichannel retail strategy
this morning (April 28).

manufacturers call for petrol and diesel car ban to be delayed - 'tough and demanding'
Last September, an executive order from California governor Gavin Newsom said that the state will plot a course to “end sales of internal combustion passenger
vehicles by 2035.” The Trump

lotus names elise sports car replacement emira and unveils new retail strategy
On tap in this edition of PowerBites is an inverter that leverages AI for high efficiency, new high-current-density inductors, sulfur-resistant thick-film resistor arrays,
and surprising news on the X

california plan: 80% evs by 2035, 50-mile plug-in hybrids, tighter tailpipe emissions
American Axle is a major supplier of axles and other driveline components, primarily for trucks, most of which continue to feature large internal combustion engines.
But it is preparing for what the

this week in powerbites: ai power conversion, nasa's electric x-plane
Volkswagen's battery-powered ID4 on a mission to tempt families from their petrol and diesel SUVs, says William Scholes
volkswagen id4: the people's car goes electric
Electric cars have the potential to help in our fight against climate disaster. For example, if all cars in the UK were electric, the country’s emissions would drop by 12%.
But electric cars might

american axle, ree partner to develop module for electric vehicles
As electric vehicles become more prevalent, so will the need to repair them. The technology is so advanced that it could be a challenge to those who have been
repairing internal combustion engines for

electric cars could make the roads safer – here's how
HI-LO systems, the leading global provider of IC programming solutions, has seen the strong increase in high density NAND memory (eMMC and

roger wood finds out what’s new in teaching electric car repair in nh
Radford is making its first car. It's undeniably the end of an era for Lotus as the Geely-owned British automaker is looking to produce electric cars, moving forward. The
Evija EV hypercar is at the

hi-lo is building a worldwide programming network
COP26 President Alok Sharma at 'Breakthroughs in the Race to Zero Emissions Vehicles' - a Petersberg Climate Dialogue satellite event, hosted by High Action Climate
Champion Nigel Topping.

luxurious lotus-based sports car teased ahead of 2021 debut
The Mercedes-Benz EQC 2021 has been a long-time coming. Despite Mercedes penchant for technical innovation, it has been relatively slow to adopt electric vehicles.
Its EQC, the first series production

a zero emissions future for road transport
As part of the announcement, Cadillac vice-president Rory Harvey said we will not get another new Cadillac model with an internal-combustion engine. It's all electric
from now on, in North America at

mercedes-benz eqc 2021: release date, price, range, interior and news
Q1 2021 Earnings Call May 7, 2021, 9:30 p.m. ET Good day and welcome to the Tenneco Inc. First Quarter 2021 Earnings Conference Call and Webcast. [Operator
Instructions] I will now like to turn the

2023 cadillac lyriq signals end of internal-combustion cadillacs
Westport Fuel Systems Inc. (“WFS”) (TSX:WPRT / Nasdaq:WPRT) today reported financial results for the first quarter ended March 31, 2021 and provided an update on
operations. All figures are in U.S.

tenneco inc (ten) q1 2021 earnings call transcript
According to the recent report by IMARC Group, titled “Passenger Car Motor Oil Market: Global Industry Trends, Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast
2020-2025,” the market is currently

westport fuel systems reports first quarter 2021 financial results
Westport Fuel Systems Inc. (' WFS ') (TSX:WPRT / Nasdaq:WPRT) today reported financial results for the first quarter ended March 31, 2021 and provided an update
on operations. All figures are in U.S

passenger car motor oil market: global size, share, trends, analysis & research report - imarc group
Ben Hodgkinson comes to Red Bull from Mercedes, where he has been head of engineering for Mercedes AMG High Performance Powertrains for the past two decades.
Red Bull’s engine program is the biggest

westport fuel systems reports first quarter 2021 financial
Company Q1 2021 Revenues, Gross Margin and EPS all Exceed Guidance; Revenues, Gross Margin and EPS All Meet Its Pre-Announced Key Financial Results and
Reached Record Highs Provides Q2 2021 Guidance:

red bull f1 engine program lures former engineering boss from mercedes
Six researchers from Universiti Malaya (UM) are on Malaysia’s Highly Cited Researchers list from Clarivate. They are Prof Dr Abdul Aziz Abdul Raman, Prof Md. Abul
Kalam, Prof Kazi Md. Salim Newaz and

himax technologies, inc. reports first quarter 2021 financial results; provides second quarter 2021 guidance
Tobacco giants lost their spark as US regulators proposed a ban on menthol cigarettes, while separate reports said that billionaire Kenneth Dart has built stakes worth
nearly £5bn in British American

universiti malaya researchers among country's top highly cited
While these announcements send unmistakable market signals to investors ready to fund a faster global transition to renewables, there is mounting pressure from
intergovernmental bodies to ensure that
petro to electro: world-changing transition has begun
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